
 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Fill in the blanks with the words given.(2) 

                         believe – heart – pyramids – fresh – ancient – desert – instead – own  

1. The …………… pumps blood round the body. 

2. Domestic tourists travel to different parts of their …………. country. 

3. ……… wind towers of Iran are attractive to tourists. 

4. We should read books ………….of watching TV. 

5. Do you …………….what she said about Solar system? 

6. Ancient …………………….of Egypt attract a lot of tourists every year. 

7. I like ………………  vegetables and fruits. 

8. Camels can travel across hot and dry ………….. with little food or water. 

 

B. Fill in the blanks using your own knowledge. (2) 

9. ……………flights are cheaper than international ones. 

10. Some people ………….their blood to others who may need it. 

11. Edison ……………….the first light bulb. 

12. Students do a lot of………………. in the school laboratory.  

 

C. Match the words and their definitions. (2) 

               13. destination        a. activities that people enjoy 

               14. belief                  b. to grow or change into a better form 

               15. entertainment  c. to protect someone or something from danger 

               16. a few                  d. the place that someone is going to  

               17. develop              e. something that you believe 

               18. defend                f. to move something from one place to another 

               19. range                  g. not many 

               20. carry                   h. a set of similar things 

 

D. Fill in the blanks with correct form of the words given. (2) 

21. Ali…………….a book while his mother was sleeping. (read) 

22. Mr. Hamedani should …………..weight. (lose) 

23. Our teacher shouted …………. yesterday. (loud) 
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24. This problem is………………than that one. (difficult) 

25. My father is ……………….in our family. (old) 

26. Artin was playing football when his father …………..(come) 

27. My family is going ……….a house next year. (buy) 

28. Giraffes are …………….animals in the jungle. (tall) 

 

E. Fill in the blanks using appropriate prepositions (in-on-at).(1) 

- The train leaves ….(29)….. 7 o’clock……(30)…… the morning. 

- I saw my friend ……(31)…….Monday ……...(33)….. Shiraz. 

 

F. Write the plural form of the following nouns. (1) 

33. notebook                       34. watch                           35. man                                36. wife 

 

G. Choose and circle the correct word. (2) 

37. We (are going to/ will/ should) see the exam results next week 

38. The teacher (will/ want/ is going to) take an exam next week. He said it today. 

39. Cheetahs are (fast/ faster/ the fastest) than other animals in jungle. 

40. Mr. Hamedani is (loud/ louder/ the loudest) teacher in our school. 

41. The teacher (taught/ teaches/ was teaching) when the bell went. 

42. My mother (washed/ was washing/ washes) the dishes while my father was cleaning the 

kitchen. 
43. Students (mustn’t/may not / don’t have to) smoke at school. 

44. I ( going to/ have to/ should) talk to my teacher and ask my questions.   

 

H. Write upward         or downward         arrows for sentences below. (0.5) 

45. Are you going to call Jack? 

46. My mother wasn’t reading a book at 9. 

 

I. Write an appropriate adverb for each adjective. (0.5) 

47. suitable                                                48. fast 

 

J. Write an appropriate adjective and an adverb for each word given.(1) 

                                                Adjective                        Adverb 

49. comfort                        ………………….                   ………………….. 

50. care                            …………………..                  …………………… 
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K. Find grammatical mistakes and write the correct form in the answer sheet. (1) 

51. She were doing research quiet when I saw her in the laboratory. (2 mistakes) 

52. The students should studying hard if they want to be successfully. (2 mistakes) 

 

 

 

L. Unscramble the sentences. (1) 

53. attracts/ Iran/ tourists/ year/ every/ a lot of/ . 

54. animals/ grow/ children/ and/ rapidly/ up/ . 

 

M. Make questions for each sentence.(1) 

55. Alex will read a book on Friday.. 

56. My teacher was talking on the phone when I called him. 

 

N. Answer the following questions completely. (1) 

57. What are you going to do next week? 

58. What should you do when you feel sick? 

 

O. Choose the right answer. (2) 

59. Susan called the teacher ……………in the afternoon to ask a question. 

a) themselves              b) himself                      c) ourselves                  d) herself 

60. I asked Mr. Hamedani to speak a little louder because I ……….. hear him very well. 

a)  must not                 b) shouldn’t                   c) couldn’t                   d) can’t  

61. My family and I always sleep ……….midnight, but last night was an exception. 

a) in                              b) at                                 c) on                              d) through 

62. If you want to live happily and freely, you …….. break any rules in the society. 

a) mustn’t                   b) can’t                            c) don’t have to           d) wouldn’t  

63. At the same time yesterday, I ……………… to buy some ice cream. 

a) wanted                    b) was wanting              c) want                         d) will want 

64.        Mr. Hamedani taught the new lesson ……………. 

a)            good                        b) well                             c) better                      d) the best 

65.        You can’t play football in the yard. I ............ the yard. 

a) will wash                  b) wash                           c) ‘m going to wash  d) was going to wash 

66.         I ……………. wear a uniform to school. It’s the school rule. 

a)            would like               b) must                          c) should                     d) have to 
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